
An Australian Disability Enterprise (ADE) is a not-for-profit organisation, with charitable status, which provides 

meaningful employment for people with significant disability who would otherwise not be able to work. It is a 

business that makes products, or provides services.  The ADE operated by Sunnyfield (Enterprises) incurred nearly 

$500m operating loss last year and we expect to break even this year.  We do this by finding a range of work that 

people with disability, primarily intellectual disability, can participate in including TGA Primary and TGA secondary as 

well as general packaging that is financially viable and sustaining.  If we are good at what we do we get more orders 

and therefore more work means we can make a small margin which we put back into the business. 

The claim that we are exploiting people with disability to make profit is utter nonsense and a completely false 

representation of what we do and who we are as an organisation.  If this were the case our Board would have shut 

this operation down many years ago.  We do this because it is core part of Sunnyfield’s heritage and person centred 

philosophy.  For Sunnyfield, our ADE is a key part of our service footprint to people with an intellectual disability. We 

employ approximately 300 people with disability and under the current wage assessment tool our supported 

employees are paid in line with their capacity to fulfil the requirements of the work.  If they are able to produce 

100% of what is required then they will be paid the full wage.  If they can only produce 50% then they receive 50% of 

the wage etc.  We have some supported employees on nearly full wages but the vast majority of our supported 

employees are on far less because of their productive capacity.  If I could only work 10% of what is required in my 

role why would I expect my employer to pay me 100% of my salary? 

Many of our supported employees and especially those with moderate to severe levels of disability come to work 

because they enjoy it, it has been a significant part of their routine for many years and not because of the wages 

they receive.  They like the work they do, they like being with their friends (many don’t have any friendships outside 

of work), they know their work is valued and their days are meaningful.  They even come to work when they are sick 

as it is often impossible to convince them to stay away. Our supported staff love their jobs, and those who are 

familiar with Enterprises will readily understand the passion that goes into running this business. 

The very idea that this case could effectively close down most ADE’s if not all is sheer stupidity of the highest 

order.  It makes no sense financially as it will cost society nearly a $700m more per year to support the 20,000 

supported employees who will be without a job.  It makes no sense from a human rights perspective as 20,000 

peoples’ lives will be significantly and adversely affected and it makes no sense from a person centred perspective 

where a person’s free choice to work can be overturned and ignored. 
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